Increase in brightness, suggests that
thls object almost certainly beiongs to
the low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB's)
dass of objects and In particular to the
small sub-dm of X-ray Novae. This
sub-class Includes such objects as: V
616 Mon 1975 (Mon X-1)' V 2107 Oph
1977 (H1705-25). V822 CM 7980
(Cen X-4) and V 404 Cyg 1989
(5S2023-1.338). Furthermore, the equivalent width of the Hell 488.8 nm)
(EW=2.5 4 and Hp(EWd .8 emlaslon
llnm are consisterrt with the values
found for other LMXB's (eq. van
Pamdijs and Verbunt, 1584, see their
Fig. 1).
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Some Current Vlews of X-Ray

Novae

The energy source during the paroxof LMXB's, and cataclysmic varlables (CV's), Is generally believed to be
pmvlded by two mechanisms: (a) the
thermonuclear energy released by nuclmr runaway of the accreted matter
onto the surface of the degenemte cornpanion, and (b), the gmvltatlonal potential energy released by the accreting
material from the dlsk onto the compact
star. At minlmum, the lumlnoslty of both
CV's and W B ' s la mainly provided by
the mass transfer rate. The first
mechanism Is mmmmly believed to explain the Nova explosion and the X-ray

ysm

bursts m some LMXBk while the second mechanism Is belleved to be responsible for the eruptions both of the
dwarf mvae and the X-ray novae.
According to current underatandhg,
mechanism IbJ can be triggered by an
accretion rate from the disk onto the
white dwarf smalter than the mens
transfer rate kom the secondary to the
dlsk (the so-called disk-instability model) and/or through sudden bursts of
mass transfer rate from the secondary
to the whlte dwaf (the sa-called mass
transfer insrablIFly model).

The main difference between the
LMXB's and o m W s Is the l w e
amount of X-ray emission during the
outburst. For the X-ray novae (inoludlng
Nova Muscae 1991) the
Is generally r 100 (at least)that of CV's. l h l s
difference is due to the dramatic dHferen- between the physlcal nature of the
Compact companion. Whereas for the
CV's the material Is normJly transferred
from a main-sequenm star to the white
dwarf (D-f
Rg), for the X-ray novae,
the mstsrlal Is trmsferred from the
mdn-sequence star onto a neutron star
(D=104 Rg) or possibly a black hole
(McClintock and Remillard, 1986). The
outburst in the UV and optical Is caused
by the reprocessing of the X-ray radiation (produced by fhe accretion onto the
neutron star) which warms up the outer
layers of the accretion disk.
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Tentative Time-ta ble
of Council Sessions
and Committee Meetings
in 1991
ApaU 3:
May 6-7:
May 13-14:

May 16-17:
May 28-29:

Finance Committee
Users Carnmittw
S c i m c Technical

CommMee
FinanceCommittee

Obaewlng Programmes
Commlttee
June 3-4:
Cauncll
November 2 1-1 2: Scientific Teehnlcal
Committee
November 14-15: FinanceCommittea
November28-29: Obsenring Programmes

Decembm2-3:

Commlttee
Cauncll
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Schott Successfully Casts an 8-m Mirror Blank
A test run for the manufacture of
mirror blanks in the 8-m class, for use In
the world's largest optlcal telescope,
the ESO 16-m equivalent Very Large
Telescope (VLT), has been successfully
performed at Schott In Mainz, Germany.
The test blank had a diameter of 8.6
metres and a surface area of more than
55 rn2. This is the first time that It has
been possible to cast such a large
glass-ceramic blank In one piece. To
accomplish this impressive feat, Schutt
has developed a number of new tech-

I
I

nologleal procedures.
During the next years, Schott will produce the four mirror blanks needed for
the VLT. Each of them will have a Rnal
diameter of 8.2 metres and be unusually
thin, only 177 mm, in order to be so
flexible that U~elrsuflace form can be
easily controlled and maintained in optlma1 shape by means of an active optics
system. This technique has already
been successfully installed In the ESO
3.5-m New Technology Telescope for
which the mirror blank was also produced by Schott.
The editor

The first 8.6-m mirror blenk at Schon, shwlly after the molten glass was poured into the
rotating form (Ph~to:Schow.

w

For the manufacture of tlw very large
K T mirror blanks, Schott uses the splncasting technique, In the 2400 m2 production hall on the bank of riw Rhlne
which was specially constructed for the
VLT Project, 45 tons of molten glass Is
poured into a rotating mould wkh
curved bottom; It makes about six revolutim per minute. In this way the
blank is glven the desired, curved shape

which is retalned when the glass cools

and SdldHles.
This prototype blank will spend about
three months In w wen while It is slowly
cooled to room tempemre. Then
follows s mechanics! correction of the
shape and thereafter a renewed thermal
treatment, the so-called cerarnization
process, by which the materlerl achieves
its zero-expansion propwtles, maklng it

insensftrve to temparature change and
sulted for use In astronomical tele-

scopes.
E S O has congratulated Schott on the
successful casting of the first mlmr
blank of this Jze. Smaller blanks from
S h t t of the same materlal are used In
other advanced astronomical lnstrummts like the k k telescope, ROSAT,
Galtleo and A M .

Flexible Scheduling at the NTT, a New Approach to
Astronomical Observations
J. BREYSACHER, M. TARENGHI, €SO
The Recent NTT Experience
Already at the time of first Ilght of the
MT on March 23, 1989 (see- h
Messenger No. 56, June 1989), there
was the confirmatton that the La Silla
sky was able to give stetlar images of
dlmenslon two or three times better than
the normal experience. An ohwation
resulting In stellar Images with a diameter of 0.33 wcsec contalns such a large
quantity of information that not all Instruments are capable to benefit, unless
they are designed for such condhlons.

Other characteristics of the NIT have
transformed or stopped old tradltlons of
optical astronomers. For example, because the pointing of the NTT is better
than 1.3 arc= rms, in the direct imagIng mode there Is no need of chheclng
the fleld before starting the exposure. It
ls obvious that It wlll becume essential
to arrive at the telescope with precise
coordinates If the observer wants to
make an efficient use of preciws telescope tlme.
The extensive campaign of site test-

ing organized by M. Sarazin was not
only beneficial for the exploration of the
best site for the VLT observatory, but It
resulted also in an undertaking that has
glven Important and new results about
the atmospheric properties and their Influence on astronomical observations.
We am now mnfldent about the frequency of excellent seeing and we start
to understand Its tlme behavlour. The
next step is to forecast the expected
swing. We are considering the pwlbiIlty to Install a number of seeing

Fork Arm "8"
used by EMMl

Ftgure t : Schmatic Ieywt of the N7Tahowitg1 the lowtian on Fwk Arm "A' of SUSI and IRSPEC.
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